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Course Guide

A-level
Physical Education

Physical Education

Background Knowledge
and Qualifications

The course will appeal to those
students who:

There is no requirement to have
studied GCSE Physical Education
as a prerequisite however, a general
interest in both the practical and
theoretical aspectsof Sport Science
and Physical Education is a necessity.
In turn, there is a practical element
to the course and candidates are
required to perform effectively in
one activity as a performer or coach.

— have a keen interest in sport
and recreation.

What is important is that you should
have a lively and enquiring mind,
an interest in Physical Education,
a willingness to explore new ideas
and an ability to communicate your
ideas effectively.

— want to follow a course that
develops the theoretical aspects
through practical involvement.
— have an enquiring mind and are
interested in sport throughout
the world.
— want to know more about how
the body functions and the effects
of exercise.
— want to evaluate and improve their
own sporting performance.

— enjoy discovering about
themselves in practical situations.
In essence, the course will let students
who enjoy sport and sporting activities
— want to study a course that is
develop their all-round knowledge of
active and that they will enjoy.
the subject whilst pursuing an
academic course they enjoy and
— may want to move onto a related
to which they can relate.
career or higher education course.

Course Description
A-level Physical Education allows
learners to study sports science and
PE in an academic setting, enabling
them to critically analyse and evaluate
their performance and the performance
of others. The course equips learners
with both depth and breadth of
knowledge, understanding and skills
relating to scientific, socio-cultural, and
practical aspects of sport and physical
education. Students benefit from
practical lessons where theoretical
concepts and scientific knowledge
can be applied to practical examples
to help reinforce understanding and
develop analytical techniques. Physical
education is a joint teaching subject.
This A level is a reformed A Level.
For your A level you will be studying
the following areas:
Component 1
Applied Anatomy and Physiology
Exercise Physiology Biomechanics
Component 2
Skill acquisition
Sports Psychology
Component 3
Sport in society
Contemporary issues in physical
activity and sport
Component 4
Performance or coaching Evaluation
and analysis of performance for
improvement.

Use of Course
and Qualification
The new A-Level qualification has a
more focussed academic emphasis
and therefore the qualification is not
only suitable to a career for which an
understanding of the human body or
behaviour is desirable, but for any
further study in a broad range of
degree courses.
Physical Education combines with a
range of A-level subjects. Taken with
the Sciences it supports applications
for a wide range of university courses
such as Chemical Engineering,
Sports Science, Physiotherapy,
Nutrition and Exercise Science.
Taken with other subjects it can lead
to university courses in Leisure and
Recreation Studies, Sports Coaching
and Management, Sports Technology
and Teaching degrees.
Past students have followed a wide
variety of courses ranging from
Teaching, Business and Management,
Agriculture, Travel and Tourism to
Physiotherapy and Medicine.
Some students may use their
qualifications to go straight into
employment. Since A-level Physical
Education develops transferable
skills and the key skills that
employers are looking for, they
can lead to a very wide range of
employment opportunities. This can
include further training in such areas
as Recreational Management, Leisure
activities, Armed Forces, the Civil
Services, Teaching and Sports
Administration, Physiotherapy and
Sports Science to name but a few.

Student Testimonial
Year 13 student
Proposed University
Course: Sports
Management

The main topics that I enjoyed from
the course were the components
of Exercise Physiology and Sports
Psychology. I found learning how
to compose details and specific
training programmes very helpful
and these could be used for elite
athletes as well as lay people.
Taking A-level PE has allowed me
to work well in team situations and
be confident when speaking to a
group. It has also taught me a huge
amount about professional athletes
and their lives.

